picture your life

In a world of style

Some people would say Kathryn Hamernik leads a beautiful life.

She has been a stage artist with Paul Mitchell. She has given hairstyle performances at Radio City Music Hall. She has been a Stylist Trainer for Aveda. Her talents have taken her on travels to Canada, Hawaii, New York, China and Minneapolis. But she has never forgotten where the road started — at Minnesota State College — Southeast Technical.

For Kathryn it began with a dream and then a plan of where she wanted to go. The training she received at Southeast Tech is how she got there. The instructors and programs that promoted dreaming big and looking outside the box, gave Kathryn the confidence and the skills she needed to succeed.

It is a long way from the hallways of Southeast Tech to the runways of the fashion world. But if Kathryn Hamernick made it by first picturing the possibilities of what her life could be, maybe you should too.
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